INFORMATIONAL LETTER

25-26 May, 2016

The Second International Scientific and Practical Conference

“SCIENTIFIC SCHOOL OF ACADEMICIAN I. A. ZYAZYUN IN HIS COLLEAGUES AND PUPILS”
Dear colleagues!

We are pleased to invite you to take part in work of the Second International Scientific and Practical Conference "SCIENTIFIC SCHOOL OF ACADEMICIAN I. A. ZYAZYUN IN HIS COLLEAGUES AND PUPILS"

Aim of conference consists in definition of requirements to professional and personal qualities of national humanitarian and technical elite, and also modern problems and prospects of development of pedagogical science.

Work of conference is planned in the plenary mode and at meetings of sections and round tables. Interdisciplinary character of the designated problems gives the chance to consider them practically in each of sections.

Section 1.
Pedagogy of good concept of academician I. A. Zyazyun as fundamental of modern Ukrainian pedagogy.

Section 2.
Preparation of responsible and high-spiritual leaders-managers as one of the priority directions of national humanitarian and technical elite formation.

Section 3.
Sociocultural dimension of science and engineering

Section 4.
New pedagogical technologies as reply of higher school to calls of innovative stage of world development.

Section 5.
Pedagogical culture of teacher as precondition for formation of general and professional culture of future experts.
Section 6.
Methodology of pedagogical work on formation of professional competence of experts.

Section 7.
Traditions and current trends of international cooperation in the sphere of higher education.

Conference is held on the basis of self-sufficiency at the expense of its participants.

For participation in conference it is necessary to submit listed below materials till 20 April, 2016:

1. Application of conference participant (see an example);

2. Article for academic journal "Problems and Prospects of Formation of National Humanitarian and Technical Elite" that is registered in the ULRISCH'S PERIODICALS DIRECTORY DATABASE (NEW JERSEY, USA), in Ukrainian, Russian, English or Polish languages;

3. The copy of receipt on payment of conference fee equivalent to 250 UAH (includes publication of conference program, certificate of conference participation, academic journal and coffee-breaks).

Conference fee payment should be done as account replenishment to credit card of Privatbank:

- account number 5168 7572 9450 1301,
- account holder - Gura Tetiana Vitaliyevna.

Banking commission for transfer money should be covered personally by participants of the conference.

Additionally by participants of conference are covered expenses on delivery of conference materials.
Conference papers (articles) will be published in academic journal "Problems and Prospects of Formation of National Humanitarian and Technical Elite"

**Article requirements:**
- Text of article should be completed in one file and not exceed more than 6 pages of A4 format;
- Page orientation - book, all margins - 2,5 cm,
- Line spacing - 1,
- Font -Times New Roman, font size - 10.

After text of article should be provided list of references (not less than 3 sources), transliteration of used literature sources list, summary (5-7 lines) and keywords with the indication of author's surname and title of article in three languages: Russian, Ukrainian, English and Polish.

On the first page before text specify UDC in left top corner, on the next line specify initials and author's surname.

From next line the name of article is printed by capital letters on the center. Further, in a line article material is stated.

**Scientific article have to contain such elements:**
- Statement of a problem, its communication with important tasks,
- Analysis of the last scientific publications,
- Main objective of article,
- Statement of the main material with full justification of the received results,
- Conclusions and prospects for future research.

Decision on the publication of materials and question of personal participation will be accepted by organizing committee. Articles and applications please send in electronic version as separate files:

- application form (Ivanov I.I. _ application form)
- article (Ivanov I.I. _ article)
- scanned copy of conference fee payment receipt (Ivanov I.I. _ payment).
- via e-mail: orgcom_ntu_khpi@ukr.net
- Please specify topic of your letter as “Ivanov I.I._section number _”
THE SECOND INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC AND PRACTICAL CONFERENCE
"SCIENTIFIC SCHOOL OF ACADEMICIAN I. A. ZYAZYUN IN HIS COLLEAGUES AND PUPILS"
APPLICATION FORM OF CONFERENCE PARTICIPANT
25-26 May, 2016

Surname
Name
Middle name
Scientific degree
Academic status
City, country
Organization (specify full name)
Position
Address for correspondence
Address of postal service (Nova Poshta, DHL) for conference materials submission
Phone
E-mail
Title of report
Section №

I am planning (underline):
• visit and personal participation in conference;
• only to publish article and conference materials.

Please, specify need of technical means for report performance:
computer, multimedia projector, another

Signature ____________ «______________ » 2016.
Contact phones:
Concerning articles publication:
Podbutskaya Nina Viktorivna
Candidate of pedagogical sciences, associate professor
+38 (057) 707-68-60 (office)
+38 050-98-56-304 (mobile)
Concerning accommodation:
Korpan Tatiana Ivanivna
+38 (057)707-62-78 (office)
+38 (098) 931-72-42 (mobile)

Address of the organizing committee of conference:
Ukraine, 61002, Kharkov, 21 Frunze Street, NTU "KhPI"

Romanovskyy Alexander Georgiyevich
Head of I. A. Zyazyun Department of pedagogy and psychology of social systems management,
Corresponding member of the NAPS of Ukraine,
Professor, Doctor of pedagogical sciences
Tel.: (057) 700-40-25, 707-61-48; 707-60-42
Fax; (057) 707-63-71